PREAMBLE

We, the Students, invoking the divine guidance of our Creator, the Great Spirit, as acknowledged by our North American Indian and Alaska Native people, do hereby establish a student organizational structure under the sanction of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium (AIHEC), in order to secure for ourselves recognition of our own civil and student rights; to voice the needs of students served by this chapter; to ensure the pursuit of self-determination by students and the quality of education for students; and to enhance and support the Consortium’s effort within the realm of American Indian higher education.

We recognize that it is the inherent right of human beings to achieve a sense of self-realization within the context of their cultural philosophies and understandings. Historically, many institutions among North American Indians and Alaska Natives helped to define this for their own tribal members. Self-realization for North American Indians and Alaska Native people is dependent upon the ability to express tribal individualism and manifested in our spiritual lives, our families and communities, and in our institutions.

For this reason, it had been the intent of the Consortium’s constituent tribes to found institutions of higher education that are defined and controlled by tribal people. We believe these institutions to be the only ones that comprehensively address the human and physical resource development needs of our respective tribes while promoting and enhancing their tribal cultures, and representing our constituent tribes within the broader academic communities. Thus, we believe that the establishment of member-institutions of the Consortium is an exercise of tribal sovereignty, and as such, the establishment of a student organization under the Consortium is an extension of that exercise.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Mission of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium Student Congress is to develop, support, and encourage Native American communities and students of the member institutions of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium to achieve their spiritual, cultural, and education goals.

ARTICLE I

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

The name of this organization shall be the American Indian Higher Education Consortium Student Congress (hereinafter, the “ASC”).

ARTICLE II
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ORGANIZATION SANCTION

The ASC is established under the auspices of, and with guidance from, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium (AIHEC) Board of Directors.

ARTICLE III

PURPOSES OF THE ORGANIZATION & BRANCHES OF MEMBERSHIP

Section 3.01. Purposes. The purposes of the organization are:

a. To promote and work with the AIHEC in establishing and employing an organizational structure of student resources through interaction with members of the ASC Board of Trustees and AIHEC member institutions.

b. To support AIHEC’s endeavors on behalf of its member institutions, including its work with Congress and federal departments and agencies. ASC will make recommendations to the AIHEC Board of Directors on legislation and program activities affecting TCUs.

c. To advocate for and promote student-related activities among AIHEC member institutions.

d. To facilitate the development and accessibility of resources and implementation of activities, in consultation with AIHEC, addressing topics including, but not limited to: leadership development; self-esteem, self determination, and motivation; time management; financial management; fundraising; recruitment and retention; career exploration and planning; cultural activities; civic and political engagement; and economic development.

e. To establish an inter-institutional network whereby TCU expertise may be extended in a consultant capacity to the ASC. The network will also be used to assess TCU student needs, as deemed necessary by the ASC.

Section 3.02. Branches of Membership. There shall be established three branches of membership within the ASC, which are Executive Members, General Members, and Associate Members.

Section 3.02.01. Executive Members. Executive Members are those Trustees as defined in Article VI.

Section 3.02.02. General Members. General Members are those Trustees as defined in Article IV.

Section 3.02.03. Associate Members. Associate members include the currently elected Mr. and Ms. AIHEC. Additional associate members may be determined by a majority vote of the ASC Board of Trustees. Associate Members do not have voting privileges.

ARTICLE IV

ASC BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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Section 4.01. Composition of Board. The ASC Board of Trustees is composed of one student representative from each AIHEC member institution deemed to be in good standing, regardless of membership category. Each member institution represented on the Board shall have one vote.

Representatives (i.e. General Members) must be authorized in writing as the official representative by the institution’s executive officer or by resolution from the institution’s student governing body, and sanctioned by the institution’s executive officer.

Section 4.02. Eligibility to Serve. A student representative to the ASC Board of Trustees (i.e. General Member) shall be designated by his or her respective AIHEC member institution and authorized to serve as outlined in section 4.01. Each representative must meet the following criteria to be eligible to serve on the ASC Board of Trustees and must adhere to the criteria throughout his or her term on the Board. The representative (i.e. General Member) shall:

a. Be an active TCU student enrolled with a minimum of nine credit hours per quarter or per semester, as established by his or her AIHEC member institution;

b. Have at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point average (GPA);

c. Have a letter from his or her AIHEC member institution that reflects the institution’s commitment to provide available resources to support the active participation of said Trustee; and

d. Have written verification by the registrar or other authorized official of the TCU certifying that the Trustee meets the aforementioned criteria for eligibility.

Section 4.03. Responsibilities of the ASC Board of Trustees. The responsibilities of the ASC Board of Trustees shall be to:

a. Engage in and coordinate activities for the purpose of supporting efforts focused on promoting quality in American Indian higher education at Tribal Colleges and Universities;

b. Conduct regular and special business meetings of the ASC Board of Trustees as necessary to fulfill the purposes and responsibilities of the ASC;

c. Inform all interested parties, including the AIHEC Board of Directors and the student governing body of each AIHEC member institution, of all pertinent activities of the ASC;

d. Identify and authorize members of the ASC Board of Trustees to be in attendance, when time and resources permit, at appropriate organizational functions, including AIHEC Board of Directors meetings;

e. Secure fiscal resources necessary for the operation of the ASC, its Board of Trustees, and any related activities, provided that such fundraising are coordinated with and approved by the AIHEC Board of Directors;

f. Maintain current and accurate business documents, including official meeting minutes, organizational correspondence, and financial records as may be required by Federal law and/or by adopted policies and procedures of AIHEC; and
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g. Comply with the AIHEC Code of Conduct and conduct all business activities of the ASC in a manner consistent with the cultural philosophies and values of American Indian and Alaska Native people.

ARTICLE V

ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURES

Section 5.01. Regular Meetings. ASC shall meet regularly four times each year, in the winter, spring, summer, and fall. The fall and winter meetings shall be held in conjunction with AIHEC Board of Director activities. The summer meeting may be a leadership development session held at a TCU. The spring meeting shall be deemed to be the annual meeting of the ASC and shall be held concurrently with the annual AIHEC Student Conference. In the absence of an annual AIHEC Student Conference, the ASC Board of Trustees will determine the time and location for the annual meeting.

Section 5.02. Additional Meetings. Additional ASC meetings may be held, with notice pursuant to section 5.03, in which members of the ASC Board of Trustees may be requested to attend as a Trustee representative.

Section 5.03. Notice of Meetings. The ASC will notify its Board of Trustees in writing, which shall include electronic formats, of each regular and additional meeting not less than 30 days prior to the date of such meeting. Notification may be facilitated through the ASC Advisor, who shall be designated by the AIHEC Board of Directors.

Section 5.04. Quorum. A simple majority of the ASC Board of Trustees, present at a meeting, shall be necessary to establish a quorum for the purpose of transacting business at any meeting of the Board of Trustees. Robert’s Rules of Order shall govern all proceedings of the ASC Board of Trustees meetings.

Section 5.05. Proxy Vote. Proxy voting is not permitted for official meeting or business activities of the ASC Board of Trustees. An executive officer of an AIHEC member institution may designate, in writing, an alternate student representative to carry out the official duties and responsibilities of the regular student representative at a given meeting of the ASC.

Section 5.06. Action by Majority Vote. Except as otherwise expressly required by law or these bylaws, the act of a majority of the members of the ASC Board of Trustees, present at a meeting where a quorum has been established, shall be the official act of the ASC.

Section 5.07. Resignation. Any member of the ASC Board of Trustees may resign at any time by providing written notice of his or her resignation to the President or to the Secretary of the Board of Trustees and the Executive Officer of the Trustee’s respective AIHEC member institution. If the date of the resignation is not specified therein, the resignation becomes effective immediately upon receipt of the President or Secretary of the ASC Board of Trustees. Unless otherwise specified therein, a formal notice of acceptance of such resignation by the Board of Trustees shall not be necessary to make it effective.
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Section 5.8. Vacancies. Any vacancy on the ASC Board of Trustees caused by the resignation or removal of a member of the ASC Board of Trustees or the temporary or permanent vacancy in designation of an authorized representative by an AIHEC member institution to the ASC Board of Trustees shall remain vacant until the relevant member institution designates an authorized representative.

ARTICLE VI
OFFICERS OF THE ASC BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Section 6.01. Officers -- Executive Members. The officers of the ASC Board of Trustees shall be President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, Sergeant-at-Arms, Historian, and Regional Representatives, as specified in section 10.01. The officers shall be elected by the ASC Board of Trustees, pursuant to section 6.02. Each executive member shall be the designated representative from his or her AIHEC member institution, as specified in Article IV. Each executive member shall have one vote in all meetings of the ASC Board of Trustees, which shall be the vote of his or her institution, as specified in section 4.01.

Section 6.02. Officer Election Process. The officers, who compose the ASC Executive Members, shall be elected by the ASC Board of Trustees at the annual meeting of the ASC. In electing the officers of ASC, if not by acclamation, the Trustees may vote by secret ballot. Any student who attends an AIHEC member institution, meets the eligibility criteria specified in section 4.02, and has been designated as his or her institution’s representative to the ASC Board of Trustees, as specified in section 4.01, may cast a vote in the election of the ASC officers.

a. Each year, no less than 10 days prior to the annual meeting of the ASC, the sitting ASC Executive Members shall disseminate a “Call for Candidates” to all students of AIHEC member institutions.
b. To be listed as a candidate for an ASC officer’s position, a student must have all of the necessary supporting documentation from his or her AIHEC member institution, as specified in Article IV, including documentation from the relevant registrar’s office that the potential candidate is a student in good standing.
c. Each AIHEC member institution shall have one vote for each officer position on the ballot, which shall be cast by the institution’s General Member.
d. If no candidate for a specific office receives a majority of the votes on the first ballot, the two candidates with the highest number of votes will participate in a run-off balloting process.

Section 6.03. Terms of Officers. The term of each officer shall be one year and no officer may hold the same office for more than two terms.

Section 6.04. Resignation, Removal, and Vacancies.

6.04.01. Resignation. An officer of the ASC may resign at any time by providing written notification to the ASC President or Secretary. If the effective date is not specified, the resignation becomes effective immediately upon its receipt by the ASC President or Secretary.
Unless otherwise specified therein, formal notice of acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective.

6.04.02. Removal for Absences. A single unexcused absence, as determined by a vote of the majority of ASC Trustees attending the meeting during which the absence occurred, from a Regular meeting (as defined in section 5.01) or two consecutive absences from additional meetings, by an Executive Member shall result in immediate removal as an officer of the ASC.

6.04.03. Vacancies. A vacancy in any Officer position shall be filled by line of succession, with subsequent approval by a majority of the ASC Board of Trustees. In the case of multiple vacancies, any vacant position, after line of succession has been implemented, shall be filled by appointment from the ASC officers granting that the appointee meets the minimum qualifications of an AIHEC student congress representative and receives written approval by the AIHEC Board of Directors and the approval and financial support of their tribal college’s president.

6.04.04. Disciplinary Process. In an effort to address less than desirable performance by an ASC Officer, the ASC adheres to the concept of progressive discipline. In addition to referring the offending officer or officers to their AIHEC member institution, the following types of action will be also taken, not necessarily in order, dependent on the severity of the violation(s).

(a) Verbal Warning. The offending officer is counseled by the ASC officers and/or the co-advisors about their performance or conduct following a minor offense in an effort to eliminate any possible misunderstanding, to improve performance, or to explain what constitutes proper conduct. A written statement will be placed in the offending officer’s file.

(b) Written Warning. The offending officer receives a written notice of discipline following continuing poor performance or repeated minor offenses. Or the offending officer gets a written reprimand where it has been determined that an offense in the first instance is serious enough to issue a formal written notice. The purpose of a written reprimand is to make certain that the officer is fully aware of the level of the misconduct that he/she has committed, or of those areas of performance that must be improved. The written warning should also inform the offending officer what is expected. A copy will be placed in the member’s file.

(c) Final Written Warning. –(per violation) The offending officer receives a final written notice if sufficient progress has not occurred after prior counseling or written reprimands or following repeated minor offenses or it has been determined that an offense is serious enough to issue a final written notice. A copy will be placed in the officer’s file.

(d) Corrective Probation. (not the exceed 90 days) An offending officer may receive a probationary period, up to 90 days, should he/she have performance or related issues that need correction. The congress will outline the expectations and provide direction to help make the member successful. This type of disciplinary action will typically accompany an additional action listed above. Documentation will be placed in the officer’s file.

(e) Termination. – A terminated officer shall be notified that he/she shall not be eligible to reapply for any congress position with ASC, for at least 6 months from the date of termination.
Termination of the offending officer is the greatest penalty the ASC can impose. Such actions should normally take place under the following circumstances:

(I) The ASC has made an attempt to have an offending officer correct performance or conduct and the officer has not responded favorably.

(II) An officer’s misconduct results in such a serious consequence that the ASC determines it has no other alternative.

The ASC, in considering implementing a disciplinary process against an officer, shall take the following steps:

(A) Gather all the facts. Immediately after a specific incident occurs, or immediately after learning of an incident, the ASC shall obtain complete and detailed information about the incident by interviewing the officer(s) involved and, privately and separately, each person who saw or heard what occurred (if applicable.) Every effort should be made to reconcile conflicting statements and keep information confidential. ASC should notify advisor(s) and co-advisor(s) to assist in or conduct the investigation. This ensures that the congress involved will objectively evaluate the facts and circumstances surrounding the offense before deciding on an appropriate penalty.

(B) Prepare a written report. The ASC shall next write a complete, accurate, and unbiased report describing the information obtained. Include in the report any other information that is part of the officer’s record (past performance appraisals, prior warnings, poor attendance records, etc.) that may provide additional substantiation of disciplinary that no disciplinary action be taken before the written report is completed. In such situations, where it is not possible to prepare the report beforehand, it must be prepared within one week after such action is taken.

(C) Weigh the evidence. Review and weigh all the evidence obtained and applicable to the ASC policy to determine whether the offense is one that warrants a implementing the formal disciplinary process. If discipline is called for, consider the following factors before deciding on a penalty:

a. How serious is the problem?

b. What is the member's past record? (past performance appraisals, prior warnings, poor attendance records, etc.)

c. Has the member been disciplined in the past for the same infraction? If so, how recently was the member disciplined?

d. What is the attitude of the member?

(D) Review details with Advisors. After deciding on the appropriate disciplinary penalty, the officers involved should review the details of the incident with any advisor(s) and co-advisor(s) to ensure that policies and procedures concurs with the type of discipline recommended. If the recommended disciplinary penalty is termination, all members of ASC must approve the penalty.
Administer disciplinary penalty. Disciplinary penalty shall be implemented through the following actions:

(I) All disciplinary penalties, including verbal warning, shall be administered with all ASC officers present with appropriate documentation to include right of appeal.

(II) A letter of reprimand shall be prepared by the ASC regardless of the level at which the warning is being given.

(III) Warning notice of letters of reprimand shall be signed by the offending officer (unless a verbal warning is being issued), signed by all ASC officers, and advisor(s) and co-advisor(s). After issuance of the notice, it should be forwarded to the advisor(s) for review and placement in the officer’s AIHEC file.

(IV) If the offending officer refuses to sign, the proper notation should be recorded on the letter.

Take timely action. If a specific incident is involved, a disciplinary process, to be effective, must be administered as soon as practicable after the incident. To this extent, the ASC officers should ensure that all the facts are gathered, the written report is completed, all the evidence is weighed, and discipline is decided upon and administered timely. The entire process should be complete within two weeks unless there are unforeseen circumstances that prevent it.

Section 6.05. Duties of Officers.

• President. The responsibilities of the ASC President include:

  • presiding at all meetings and functions of the ASC Board of Trustees;
  • notifying the membership of the Board of Trustees of meetings and other ASC activities;
  • exercising the right to delegate authorities or assigning task responsibilities as may be deemed necessary and appropriate;
  • performing additional duties or functions as may from time to time be delegated by the ASC Board of Trustees or by the AIHEC Board of Directors;
  • serving as the liaison between the respective member institutions of the ASC and the AIHEC Board of Directors; and
  • conducting business on behalf of the ASC Board of Trustees, under the guidance of and in consultation with the ASC Advisor.

• Vice President. The Vice President shall assume responsibilities and duties of the President when the President is not officially presiding at all meetings and functions of the ASC Board of Trustees. The Vice President shall assume the position of President of the ASC Board of Trustees if the sitting President resigns his or her position. The Vice
President shall perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time by the ASC President, Board of Trustees, or by the AIHEC Board of Directors.

• **Secretary.** The Secretary shall assume responsibilities and duties of the Vice-President when the Vice President is not officially present at any meetings and functions of the ASC. The Secretary shall act as the official recorder of all meetings and related business actions of the ASC Board of Trustees. All documents associated with ASC Board of Trustee meetings shall be certified, in writing, by the ASC Secretary. The Secretary shall be responsible for the maintenance, filing, and storage of all correspondence, records, and other official documents related to the official business of the ASC, as well as transcripts, reports, statements, and other related business documents, as may be required by law or by adopted policies and procedures of AIHEC. A record of ASC Board of Trustee minutes shall be posted on the ASC website. The Secretary shall perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time by the ASC President, Board of Trustees, or by the AIHEC Board of Directors.

• **Treasurer.** The Treasurer will assume responsibilities and duties of the Secretary when the Secretary is not officially present at any meetings and functions of the ASC. The Treasurer, under the direction and guidance of the AIHEC Director of Finance and Administration, shall:
  - oversee the execution of financial transactions conducted on behalf of the ASC and its Board of Trustees;
  - be responsible for reviewing, ascertaining, and complying with any requirements, guidelines, or regulations related to the expenditures of any and all monies controlled by the ASC Board of Trustees; and
  - submit financial reports to the ASC Board of Trustees and the AIHEC Board of Directors.

• **Historian.** The Historian will assume responsibilities and duties of the Treasurer when the Treasurer is not officially present at any meetings and functions of the ASC. The Historian shall:
  - maintain all relevant documentation regarding the history of the ASC;
  - log all ACS events, meetings, and photographs of ASC Board of Trustee members and meetings, for the purpose of historical memory;
  - petition each AIHEC member institution for any relevant historical material for inclusion in the ASC archives, which may include names of past award recipients of AIHEC sanctioned competitions and events, AICF scholarship awardees, and relevant photographs; and
  - maintain two archives: (1) An annual virtual archive, collected by each individual historian during his or her tenure in said office; and (2) the permanent archive consisting
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of all relevant material to the ASC for historical purposes, which shall be housed at the AIHEC office in Alexandria, VA.

- **Sergeant-at-Arms.** The Sergeant-at-Arms will assume responsibilities and duties of the Historian when the Historian is not officially present at any meetings and functions of the ASC. The Sergeant-at-Arms shall ensure that all issues of parliamentary procedure are determined according to Robert’s Rules of Order and shall maintain general order at ASC meetings.

- **Regional Representatives.** A Regional Representative will assume responsibilities and duties of the Sergeant-at-Arms when the Sergeant-at-Arms is not officially present at all meetings and functions of the ASC. Each Regional Representative will serve as intermediary between his or her assigned regional TCUs and the ASC Board of Trustees. As the intermediary, each Regional Representative will assist the ASC in disseminating information, including information on all official actions taken by the ASC, to the TCUs in his or her respective region. Each Regional Representative shall provide a report on inter- and intraregional communications efforts, as requested by the ASC Board of Trustees.

**ARTICLE VII**

**STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR AIHEC-SANCTIONED NON-ATHLETIC STUDENT COMPETITIONS**

(Non-AIHEC Athletic Commission Sanctioned Activities)

**Section 7.01. Eligibility to Participate.** To be eligible to participate in AIHEC-sanctioned student competitions, a TCU student must meet the following criteria at the time such student is listed on a TCU team roster and at the time of the relevant competition:

a. Enrolled TCU student with a minimum of nine credit hours per quarter or per semester as established by his or her AIHEC member institution;

b. Maintain a minimum cumulative 2.0 grade point average (GPA), or a “C” grade average for those students previously enrolled, except that any GPA requirement established by an AIHEC member institution shall take precedence, and in the case of a student not previously enrolled (e.g., new student, transfer student), he or she must be deemed to be in good academic standing and making satisfactory progress, as determined by the TCU in which said student is enrolled;

c. May not be a full-time college employee; and

d. Have written certification of current college credits and academic standing provided by the registrar or other authorized official of the AIHEC member institution in which he or she is enrolled.

**ARTICLE VIII**

**COMMITTEES OF THE ASC**
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Section 8.01. Central Planning Committee. A central planning committee shall be established by the ASC Board of Trustees to assist the AIHEC member institutions responsible for hosting the annual AIHEC Student Conference, in the development of any student activities to be conducted at the annual AIHEC Student Conference, if so requested by the hosting institutions. The committee will also assist the AIHEC Athletic Commission in the development and promotion of intercollegiate student competitions conducted among AIHEC member institutions, if so requested by the AIHEC Athletic Commission, including competitions that may be held during the annual AIHEC Student Conference and throughout the regular academic year.

Section 8.02. Other Committees. Other committees may be established by official action of the ASC Board of Trustees for the purpose of developing, planning, and implementing specific activities of the ASC.

Section 8.03. Committee Responsibilities. Each committee established by the ASC Board of Trustees shall keep regular minutes of committee meetings, which shall be documented and maintained in report form. All committee activities will be reported to the ASC Board of Trustees. Copies of all committee reports, including formal minutes of meetings, will be forwarded, upon request, to the AIHEC Board of Directors.

ARTICLE IX

POLICIES

The ASC Board of Trustees shall establish policies to govern its actions and sanctioned activities of the ASC. These policies shall be approved by the AIHEC Board of Directors.

ARTICLE X

MISCELLANEOUS

Section 10.01. ASC Regions. There shall be four regions designated by the ASC, the Great Lakes Region, the Midwest Region, the Southwest Region, and the Mountain/Pacific Region. Each region shall include the Tribal Colleges and Universities located in states within the respective region, as follows:

- Great Lakes Region:
  - Michigan
  - Minnesota
  - Wisconsin

- Midwest Region
  - North Dakota
  - South Dakota
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Section 10.02. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of ASC shall be from October 1 to September 30. Section 10.03. Books and Records. AIHEC shall maintain a correct and complete accounting of all fiscal activities and transactions of the ASC, which shall be available upon request to the ASC officers. ASC shall maintain correct and complete minutes of the proceedings of the ASC Board of Trustees, records of the proceedings of any ASC committee, and a current list of the members, trustees, and officers of ASC and their TCU affiliation. The fiscal accounting, books, minutes, and records of ASC shall be in written form or electronic form.

Section 10.04. Amendment of ASC Bylaws. These bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed at a regular meeting of the ASC Board of Trustees, subject to final approval by the AIHEC Board of Directors.

Section 10.05. Majority Vote. All votes of the ASC Board of Trustees shall be by a majority unless otherwise stated in these bylaws. In the case of a tie vote, the issue that is the subject of the vote shall be resolved by the ASC President.

Section 10.06. Severability. To the extent that any provision or provisions of these Bylaws shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be in violation of any statute, rule of law, government regulation or decree, such provision or provisions shall be void and of no effect to the extent, and only to the extent, of such determination, but the remainder of the provisions of these Bylaws shall survive and continue in full force and with full effect.
Section 10.07. Codes of Conduct. The ASC supports the Student Code of Conduct of each AIHEC member institution. Additionally, ASC Officers and Trustees shall comply with the AIHEC Code of Conduct.

Section 10.08. Effective Date. These bylaws shall become effective upon approval by the ASC Board of Trustees and the AIHEC Board of Directors.
I certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the bylaws of the ASC, duly adopted by the ASC Board of Trustees on the____ day of ____________, 20___ at
_____________________________________________,

and the AIHEC Board of Directors on the____ day of ________________, 20____ at
_____________________________________________.

_____________________________________________
ASC President

_____________________________________________
ASC Secretary

Certified on the______ day of _________________, 2011.
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